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Abstract

With the rapid growth of e-commerce and the popularity

of online shopping, fashion retrieval has received consid-

erable attention in the computer vision community. Differ-

ent from the existing works that mainly focus on identical

or similar fashion item retrieval, in this paper, we aim to

study the plagiarized clothes retrieval which is somewhat

ignored in the academic community while itself has great

application value. One of the key challenges is that pla-

giarized clothes are usually modified in a certain region

on the original design to escape the supervision by tradi-

tional retrieval methods. To relieve it, we propose a nov-

el network named Plagiarized-Search-Net (PS-Net) based

on regional representation, where we utilize the landmarks

to guide the learning of regional representations and com-

pare fashion items region by region. Besides, we propose

a new dataset named Plagiarized Fashion for plagiarized

clothes retrieval, which provides a meaningful complement

to the existing fashion retrieval field. Experiments on Pla-

giarized Fashion dataset verify that our approach is su-

perior to other instance-level counterparts for plagiarized

clothes retrieval, showing a promising result for original

design protection. Moreover, our PS-Net can also be adapt-

ed to traditional fashion retrieval and landmark estimation

tasks and achieves the state-of-the-art performance on the

DeepFashion and DeepFashion2 datasets.

1. Introduction

Fashion-related works have attracted increasing atten-

tion, due to the boom of online shopping in these years. The

rapid growth of deep learning-based approaches further en-

hances the ability of fashion image classification [30, 34],

fashion landmark detection [39, 27], and fashion retrieval

[45, 4, 49, 31]. The traditional clothes retrieval methods

[26, 16] typically perform similarity learning in the entire

instance of clothes without any focus, which is easily in-

terfered by irrelevant features. The recent clothes retrieval
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Figure 1. Examples for identical, similar, and plagiarized clothes

with respect to the original item.

methods [2, 4, 20, 49] learn the attribute representations to

guide the retrieval, thus improve the performance.

Different from the exiting methods [26, 45, 2, 4, 49] typi-

cally aim to retrieve visually similar or identical clothes, we

focus on a novel problem of plagiarized clothes retrieval.

The plagiarized clothes retrieval is somewhat ignored in the

academic community, while it has great application value in

the industry. The similar clothes retrieval task is somewhat

similar to the plagiarized clothes retrieval task, as some re-

trieved similar items may be plagiarized one. However,

plagiarized items are not always very similar to the origi-

nal fashion items. As shown in Figure 1, the plagiarized

item is relatively more dissimilar than the similar item with

the original one. Hence, the retrieved target of both tasks

is different. Moreover, in the plagiarized clothes retrieval

task, the ground-truth images may be in a different category

with the original item (a long-sleeved T-shirt and a short-

sleeved T-shirt in the example). But in the similar or identi-

cal clothes retrieval task, they are usually in the same cate-

gory. It also shows that the plagiarized clothes retrieval task

is more challenging.

Actually, plagiarized clothes are very complicated and

appear in a wide variety of forms. For example, an item

which only plagiarizes the design of a certain part can

be considered as plagiarism or an item which completely

copies another item without any authorization, etc. More-

over, the form of plagiarized clothes is dynamic, as ille-

gal businesses continue to update their plagiarized ways.

Therefore, it is difficult to use a uniform definition to in-

clude all plagiarized types. As the first work for plagia-

rized clothes retrieval task, we initially define the plagia-
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Figure 2. Hard cases for attribute-driven retrieval method: Indis-

tinguishable sleeves (a & b); Unrecognizable collars (c & d).

rized clothes as samples that are modified in less than or

equal to two regions on the original design (e.g., change the

shape of the collar, modify the pattern within the chest re-

gion). This kind of plagiarized clothes occupies the high

proportion in e-commerce platforms. Besides, the defined

plagiarized clothes are relatively easy for evaluation, thus

helpful for the study of the plagiarized clothes retrieval task.

In the fashion-related works [1, 2], clothes attributes are

common used. However, clothes attribute is somewhat sub-

jective, which is not very suitable for the plagiarized clothes

retrieval task. For instance, it is difficult to judge the length

of the sleeves or the style of the collar in some hard cas-

es, as Figure 2 shows. Besides, for some clothes with de-

formations and occlusions, the retrieval performance also

decreases obviously. On the contrary, the geometric proper-

ties of the clothes are highly deterministic and can maintain

stability for deformed and occluded samples. Hence, we

propose a novel PS-Net based on regional representation,

where clothes landmarks are employed to guide the learn-

ing of regional representations and clothes are compared re-

gion by region. Besides, we find that different categories of

plagiarized clothes are easy to be modified in different re-

gions. Therefore, we would like to learn different groups of

region weights for each category of clothes in order to ma-

nipulate the region weights automatically during similarity

learning. By doing so, a plagiarized clothes image with a

modified region could be recalled more easily. Additional-

ly, there is no available dataset for the plagiarized clothes

retrieval task. Hence, we collect a new dataset named “Pla-

giarized Fashion”, where clothes images are annotated by

experts who majored in intellectual property protection.

In summary, the major contributions of our paper are:

• We introduce a novel problem of plagiarized clothes

retrieval and a new dataset named “Plagiarized Fash-

ion” for plagiarized clothes retrieval, which provides a

meaningful complement to the fashion retrieval field.

• A multi-task network named PS-Net based on the re-

gional representation is proposed, which is superi-

or to other instance-level counterparts for plagiarized

clothes retrieval.

• Besides the plagiarized clothes retrieval, our proposed

PS-Net can also be used for traditional fashion retrieval

and landmark estimation tasks, achieving the state-

of-the-art performance on both DeepFashion [27] and

DeepFashion2 [14] datasets.

2. Related Work

Visual Fashion Analysis. Visual fashion works have

attracted lots of attention due to the boom of e-commerce

and online shopping in these years. With the developmen-

t of large-scale fashion datasets [27, 14], deep learning-

based techniques further boosted the interest in fashion-

related tasks, like clothes recognition [6, 17, 19], retrieval

[16, 26, 45, 2, 49], recommendation [23, 18], clothes syn-

thesis [5, 24] and fashion landmark detection[28, 39]. Re-

cently, some multi-task neural network, such as Fashion-

Net [27] and Match-RCNN [14] can even perform the

above tasks simultaneously. Earlier works [40, 12] on

clothes recognition mostly relied on hand-crafted features,

such as SIFT [29], HOG [11]. The performance of these

methods was limited by their ability of feature representa-

tion. Recently, plenty of deep learning-based models have

been introduced to learn more discriminative representa-

tion [49, 22], which can even handle cross-domain scenar-

ios [16] and near-duplicate detection task [33]. Moreover,

some related works have performed clothes retrieval using

parsing [45, 44], or achieved the search by attribute-driven

methods [12, 1, 2, 49]. However, we found in practice that,

for retrieving the images of plagiarized clothes, the existing

methods are not effective enough due to the characteristic

of plagiarized clothes: modified less than or equal to two

regions on the original design.

Different from the above works, in this paper, we focus

on the new task of plagiarized clothes retrieval. To the best

of our knowledge, this paper is the first work for plagia-

rized clothes retrieval. Besides, the task is aimed to retrieve

the plagiarized clothes with regional manipulation, which

to some extent has a similar idea with Deepfake detection

tasks [7, 15].

Landmark Guided Attention. Landmark detection

technique is widely used in many tasks nowadays, like face

alignment [42] and human pose estimation [36]. To ob-

tain much stronger feature representations of clothes, fash-

ion landmark estimation task is proposed in recent years

[28, 46, 39]. On the other hand, attention technique is also

an effective way to obtain stronger feature representation-

s. Previous works [43, 47, 38] have proved that attention

mechanism is helpful due to it enables the network to focus

on the critical features and filter out the irrelevant ones.

Given an image, the typical attention model learns to ob-

tain one whole image feature vector by weighted summing

with attention weights. However, in this work, we go a step

further by dividing fashion items into several regions under

the guidance of predicted landmarks and learning to obtain

several weighted region feature vectors. With the proposed

regional attention, we compare images region by region and

find it is better than the typical attention for the plagiarized

clothes retrieval task.
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Figure 3. Structure of the proposed PS-Net which consists of a landmark branch and a retrieval branch, based on the HR-Net backbone

(some convolution layers are hidden). Two output feature maps F ∈ R
28×28×1024 of the backbone are identical for demonstration. The

landmark guided regional attention is introduced to the retrieval branch during the ROI pooling. The retrieval branch is also split into two

parts for output, one for traditional fashion retrieval and the other for plagiarized clothes retrieval. The images bounded by green and red

boxes indicate plagiarized clothes and identical clothes, respectively.

3. Our Approach

Our work aims to retrieve the images of plagiarized

clothes which are modified in less than or equal to two

regions on the original design. Hence the key is to com-

pute the similarity between two images of clothes. To this

end, we propose a Plagiarized-Search-Net (PS-Net), which

obtain the regional representation of images and compute

the similarity region by region. Specially, given an image

of clothes I , we propose to represent the image by multi-

ple regional features f1(I), f2(I), ...fR(I), where R is the

number of image regions. Besides, we find from practice

that different categories of clothes are easy to be plagia-

rized in different regions. Therefore, we would like to learn

the region weights (λ1, λ2, ...λR) for different categories of

clothes in order to manipulate the region weights automati-

cally for plagiarized clothes retrieval. Finally, the similarity

between images of clothes I and I ′ is:

R∑

r=1

λr cos(fr(I), fr(I
′)), (1)

where cos indicates cosine similarity between two feature

vectors. Figure 3 illustrates the structure of our proposed

PS-Net, it is composed of a backbone, a landmark branch

and a retrieval branch. As our PS-Net has a landmark

branch, so it can also be used for fashion landmarks de-

tection task.

In what follows, we firstly describe the detailed structure

of our proposed PS-Net, followed by the description of its

optimization.

3.1. Network Architecture

Network Backbone. In the proposed PS-Net, we choose

the HR-Net [36] as our backbone. With its multi-stage par-

allel structure, the HR-Net can maintain high resolution in

deep networks, which is especially important for landmark

estimation task. Note that the choice of the backbone is not

mandatory, which can be replaced by any backbone with a

similar effect (e.g., ResNet [19], VGG-Net [35]). Besides,

as shown in Figure 3, the landmark branch and the retrieval

branch in PS-Net share the same type of backbone (but not

identical one). Before feeding an image of clothes to the

backbone, we first detect the clothes in the image. Hence

we trained a Faster R-CNN [32] (Res50-FPN) model on

the DeepFashion2 [14] dataset as a detector to obtain the

clothes and their category labels. The cropped images are

resized to 224×224 pixels as the input I .

Landmark Branch. We design a landmark branch to

predict landmarks on each image of clothes. More specif-

ically, we transform the fashion landmark estimation task

to predicting k heatmaps, where each the i-th heatmap in-

dicates the location confidence of the i-th landmark. Giv-

en the output feature map F of the backbone, we use one

1 × 1 convolution to convert it to 28 × 28 × 128. Then,

several groups of transposed convolution are utilized to pro-

duce a high-resolution landmark heatmap with the same s-

cale as the input. Finally, we use a regressor to estimate the

heatmaps where the landmark positions are chosen.

Regional Attention-based Retrieval Branch. On the

other hand, the output feature map F of the backbone is fed

to the retrieval branch. In our experiment, we first train the

model on the Deepfashion2 [14] dataset to obtain the abil-

ity for identical clothes image retrieval. After that, we get

a pretrained model for further step training on plagiarized

clothes retrieval task. Utilizing the regional representation

achieved by the landmark branch, we fine-tune the retrieval

model by manipulating the region weights. Finally, we can
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Figure 4. The visualization of the landmark guided region divi-

sion. Five bounding boxes are estimated which covers the largest

segmented region, respectively.

obtain one retrieval model with two types of output for-

m, which are “Fashion Output” and our target plagiarized

“Output”, as indicates in Figure 3.

The attention generated by the landmark branch is in-

troduced to the retrieval branch by the following process:

Firstly, we take the concatenation of the representations out-

put F ∈ R28×28×1024 by the backbone and the bilinear

downsampled landmark information Mij ∈ R28×28×32 as

the input. Second, we reshape the input attention map A to

28×28×1024, which has the targeted scale of the retrieval

branch. Then, inspired by previous fashion analysis work

[25], the attention is introduced to the retrieval branch by

making F
′

= F ◦ (1/2+A), where ◦ stands for Hadamard

product. By adding 1/2 to the attention feature map, the

range of the element becomes (1/2, 3/2). The critical fea-

tures are strengthened by elements greater than 1, while ir-

relevant features are filtered out via elements less than 1.

For instance, the landmarks around critical areas like cuff

and collar can guide the extraction of features, which makes

these key features have more possibility to retain.

To learn regional representations for the plagiarized re-

trieval task, we go a step further by dividing fashion items

into several regions, as shown in Figure 4, under the guid-

ance of predicted landmarks. Five bounding boxes are esti-

mated as regions of proposal, which covers the largest seg-

mented area, respectively. Then, we achieve an ROI pool-

ing based the proposed regions on the feature map of the

Hadamard product. By this way, the landmark guided re-

gional attention is introduced to the retrieval branch and the

input image I is represented by multiple regional features.

Different from the previous work [50] in the field of per-

son re-ID, which generates regions by an RPN [32] network

for feature decomposition, we directly divide the regions by

the distribution of landmark outputs. In this way, the re-

gions generated by our approach are explicit rather than im-

plicit, which is more controllable with the high accuracy of

landmark estimation.

3.2. Optimization

The optimization process of our approach can be divided

into two phases: a pre-trained phase and a fine-tune phase.

Pre-trained Phase. For the landmark branch, we choose

the mean squared error (MSE) as our loss function. The

Category Sleeves Collar Chest Waist Sum

T-shirts 12% 6% 72% 10% 15,300

Tops 13% 34% 38% 15% 15,500

Outwear 25% 21% 33% 21% 14,200

Dress 6% 17% 21% 56% 15,000

Table 1. The distribution of modified regions among different cat-

egories of plagiarized clothes in our proposed Plagiarized Fashion

Dataset.

ground-truth heatmaps are generated by applying 2D Gaus-

sian with a standard deviation of 1 pixel centred on the lo-

cation of each landmark.

For the regional attention based retrieval branch, we uti-

lize triplet (tri) ranking loss which are commonly used in

the retrieval tasks [13, 48]. Formally, the loss is defined as

Ltri(I, I
+, I−) =

R∑

r=1

max(DI,I+

r −DI,I−

r +m, 0) (2)

Ltra =
N∑

n=1

Ltri(I, I
+, I−) (3)

where I corresponds to the input image, N is the num-

ber of training examples, R is the number of the regions

and m represents the margin. The loss aims to minimize

DI,I+

r = ||fr(I) − fr(I
+)||2 and maximizing DI,I−

r =
||fr(I) − fr(I

−)||2. fr(I
+) and fr(I

−) represent the fea-

ture maps of image I+ and I− corresponded to region r,

respectively. Note that the triplets are chosen from identical

mini-batch. For each triplet: I and I+ must share the same

label while I− is chosen randomly from others. By doing

so, images of identical clothes are made to be close to each

other in the feature space. After that, we also combine re-

gion representations (f1, f2, ...f5) into a global one. The

concatenated feature is used to obtain the “Fashion Output”

mentioned in Figure 3.

In general, our approach is able to learn critical features

representations by leveraging landmark guided regional at-

tention, which can increase the focus on specific regions

during the training process. Also, the geometric properties

of clothes are highly stable with few false predictions com-

pared to the attribute-driven ones, which can enhance the

retrieval performance for some hard samples (e.g., samples

with deformations and occlusions).

Fine-tune Phase. The most challenging problem for pla-

giarized clothes retrieval is that plagiarists typically modify

the clothes in a certain region on the original design to es-

cape the supervision by traditional retrieval methods. We

find from practice that different categories of clothes are

easy to be plagiarized in different regions, as shown in Table

1. Therefore, we would like to learn the region weights for

different categories of clothes in order to manipulate the re-

gion weights automatically for plagiarized clothes retrieval.
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During the training, each image of clothes is divided in-

to 5 regions (2 sleeves included) automatically, guided by

the geometric distribution of landmarks. On the output fea-

tures of the last convolution layer, plagiarized retrieval loss

Lpla as shown below is imposed to enable region weights

learning, which shares the same network framework with

traditional fashion retrieval:

L
′

tri(I, I
+, I−) =

R∑

r=1

max(DI,I+

r −DI,I−

r +m, 0) · λr,

(4)

αtri =
avg{||fr(I)− fr(I

+)||2; r = 1, 2, ...R}

max{||fr(I)− fr(I+)||2; r = 1, 2, ...R}
, (5)

Lpla =

N∑

n=1

[L
′

tri(I, I
+, I−) · αtri]. (6)

The loss Lpla is only used to update the weight λr of each

region, which is decoupled with the parameter update of

traditional retrieval task. L
′

tri is a triplet-based loss which

contains region weights λr. αtri is the weight for loss func-

tions L
′

tri, which is updated during the training. Through

the adjustment of αtri, the loss L
′

tri of samples with large

feature difference in a single region and small difference in

other regions will be lower.

We utilize Coordinate Ascent as our optimization

method. The λr of each region is set to 1 with a step size

∆λ of 0.1 at the beginning. The step size drops to 0.05 af-

ter 40 epochs, and 0.01 after 60 epochs. The weights of

each region are sampled with a step size before each iter-

ation (λr ± ∆λ → λ′

r). After each iteration, if the loss

decreased, the current weight λ′

r is accepted; otherwise, the

weight turn back to λr. Note that the weights of the five

regions (2 sleeves included) are always normalized in pro-

portion to ensure a sum of 1. The weights of each region are

updated iteratively to reduce the loss until the last epoch.

Finally, we also combine region representations into a

global one to complete the plagiarized clothes search. The

retrieval branch can recall more partially modified samples

by manipulating the region weights of the features. Note

that the region weights for four categories of clothes are

trained separately.

4. Plagiarized Fashion Dataset

Fashion datasets (e.g., DeepFashion [27], Shopping

100K [3]) provide a variety of data for the training of clothes

retrieval model. But there is not yet a benchmark dataset for

the retrieval of plagiarized clothes. Hence, in this paper, we

propose a new dataset named Plagiarized Fashion for pla-

giarized clothes retrieval. The dataset contains 60,000 im-

ages in total, where 40,000 images for training, and 20,000

images for testing. Among them, 1500 are query images,

and the others are gallery images. The dataset consists

of four categories of clothes: short-sleeved T-shirts, long-

sleeved tops, outwears and dresses. The numbers of sam-

ples for them are approximately balanced. Table 1 shows

the distribution of modified regions among different cate-

gories of plagiarized clothes. Since the design of shorts,

trousers and skirts are not recognizable enough, we do not

include these three types of clothes. We consider expand-

ing the category of clothes in future work to enable more

powerful design protection ability.

We collect the dataset by crawling from Taobao, the

biggest e-commerce website in Asia. Given an original

clothes image, we can obtain a set of images (top-100) of

similar clothes on the website by the traditional retrieval

method. Then, we invite three experts who majored in

intellectual property protection to achieve the annotation.

The experts need to annotate the clothes images in each

set by identical, plagiarized, or irrelevant. If it is plagia-

rized clothes, they also need to label the modified region.

The challenge in constructing the dataset is to mark out the

clothes with minor variations in style from a large number

of identical outfits.

5. Experiment

In order to verify the effectiveness of our proposed PS-

Net for the plagiarized fashion task, we evaluate it on the

Plagiarized Fashion dataset. Additionally, as mentioned

that PS-Net can also be adapted to traditional fashion re-

trieval and landmark estimation tasks, so we also con-

duct experiments on both DeepFashion and DeepFashion2

datasets.

Implementations. Our proposed multi-task network re-

quires training on two datasets: 1) learn landmark esti-

mation and retrieval abilities on 13 categories of clothes

in DeepFashion2 [14] dataset; 2) obtain “reasonable” re-

gion weights for plagiarized retrieval on four categories

of clothes in Plagiarized Fashion dataset. The training is

carried out in sequence and finally, combined to achieve

the goal of plagiarized clothes retrieval. For the landmark

branch, the initial learning rate is set as 0.001. It decreases

at the 9th and 12th epochs with a factor of 0.1. The train-

ing is completed after 12 epochs. For the retrieval branch,

the initial learning rate is set as 0.001 and decreases at the

61st and 71st epochs with a factor of 0.1. The training is

completed after 80 epochs. Specifically, given a query, it

takes approximately 0.75 seconds to retrieve images from

the Plagiarized Fashion dataset. The performance is tested

on a computer with 64G RAM and a GTX 1080TI GPU.

5.1. Plagiarized Clothes Retrieval

Experimental Setup. We conduct the plagiarized

clothes retrieval on the Plagiarized Fashion dataset. We

compare our approach with the traditional method without

landmark guided regional attention, manual manipulation
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Figure 5. Example results of plagiarized clothes retrieval. The query is the clothes image with the original design, and the target recalls

with green boxes are the plagiarized clothes in the gallery. For each query, the results of the traditional method are shown above, and our

results are shown below.

T-shirts Outwears Tops Dress Overall

Top-10 Top-20 mAP Top-10 Top-20 mAP Top-10 Top-20 mAP Top-10 Top-20 mAP Top-10 Top-20 mAP

PCB [37] 0.388 0.610 0.306 0.390 0.632 0.321 0.383 0.667 0.349 0.401 0.645 0.334 0.391 0.640 0.328

Traditional 0.395 0.622 0.313 0.398 0.640 0.325 0.390 0.672 0.353 0.406 0.650 0.338 0.397 0.645 0.332

Manual 0.564 0.803 0.465 0.532 0.772 0.401 0.556 0.793 0.451 0.532 0.768 0.429 0.542 0.783 0.443

Ours 0.627 0.862 0.513 0.587 0.834 0.482 0.613 0.854 0.505 0.577 0.827 0.474 0.597 0.842 0.493

Table 2. Quantitative results for plagiarized retrieval evaluated by Top-K recall and mAP. We compare our approach with the traditional

method without landmark guided regional attention, manual manipulation method without learned region weights, and the PCB [37]

method, which is widely used in near-duplicate retrieval task. The other settings of the model are identical.

method without learned region weights, and the PCB [37]

method, which is widely used in near-duplicate retrieval

task. For the traditional method, we set the five region

weights as 1 by default. For the manual method, we col-

lect the manual manipulation results from 25 participants,

and use the average weight values to complete the plagia-

rized retrieval. Specifically, on the interactive interface we

provide, the user can lower or raise the weight of each re-

gion by dragging the slider. The other settings of the model

are identical (e.g., the backbone). The results of the three

methods are evaluated by the metrics of Top-K recall and

mAP.

Evaluation Resutls. Quantitative results for plagiarized

clothes retrieval are shown in Table 2. The traditional re-

trieval method obtains the top-20 recall of 0.645 and an

overall mAP of 0.332 on four categories of clothes, which

is similar to the PCB [37] method. The manual method ob-

tains over 10 percent improvement on recall rate and an

overall mAP of 0.443, which is better than the traditional

one. Then, we utilize the learned weights from the training

to complete the retrieval. Our approach obtains 0.852 top-

20 recall and an overall mAP of 0.493 on four categories of

clothes, which improves the performance by a large mar-

gin, compared to other counterparts. Especially, for the

categories of T-shirts and long-sleeves tops, our approach

gets an mAP of 0.513 and 0.505, which are obviously high-

er than the manual method (0.465 & 0.451) and traditional

method (0.313 & 0.353).

Results Visualization. Figure 5 shows two groups of

plagiarized retrieval results of our approach and the tradi-

tional method. The images bounded by green boxes are

correct recalls, which indicate the plagiarized clothes.

For the T-shirt and long-sleeved top categories, the trick-

s which commonly used by plagiarisers are replacing logo
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Method Top-10 Top-20 Top-30 mAP

No Attention 0.567 0.811 0.854 0.466

No Manipulation 0.413 0.682 0.743 0.361

None 0.397 0.645 0.698 0.332

Ours (HR-Net) 0.597 0.842 0.887 0.493

Ours (Ensemble) 0.602 0.852 0.893 0.501

Table 3. Quantitative results for the ablation study, evaluated by

the Top-K recall rate and mAP.

text, adding mosaics or patterns and flipping clothes prints.

Taking the first query as an example, after using the region

manipulation, we successfully recall five plagiarized sam-

ples within the top-10 results. By contrast, the counterpart

method only completes three plagiarized recalls within the

top-10.

For the plagiarized sample of dresses, it usually not only

has a small local modification but an imitation of the overall

style. Therefore, the modification of this magnitude makes

it difficult for traditional retrieval methods to complete the

recall. For the second group of the query, the traditional

method fails to recall any plagiarized clothes in the top-10

results. By manipulating the region weights, we can recall

three plagiarized samples within the top-10 results.

The results show that our approach has significantly im-

proved the ability of retrieval plagiarized clothes and allevi-

ates the difficulty of recalling samples with partial modifica-

tion. In conclusion, the region weights we learned through

training are reasonable, and the region manipulation mech-

anism is effective for plagiarized clothes retrieval.

5.2. Ablation Study

Experimental Setup. We conduct an ablation study on

the Plagiarized Fashion dataset. The factors we consider

are: attention mechanism, region manipulation, and model

ensemble. The results are evaluated by the Top-K recall rate

and mAP.

Evaluation Results. The quantitative results of the ab-

lation study are shown in table 3. The complete model of

our approach achieved a 0.842 top-20 recall rate and a 0.493

mAP on the Plagiarized Fashion dataset. When we ensem-

ble five models together (with different initial learning rates

from 0.0005 to 0.01), the top-20 recall is increased to 0.852,

and the mAP becomes 0.501. When the attention mechanis-

m is removed from the complete model, it achieved a top-

20 recall rate of 0.811 and the mAP drops to 0.466, which

proves that the attention mechanism is vital for the retrieval

task. To verify the effect of region manipulation, we adjust

the learned region weights to the default ones. The top-20

recall rate drops significantly for more than 15 percent. Fi-

nally, we test the model without any component mentioned

above, the top-20 recall rate drops about 20 percent on the

Method Collar Sleeve Waist Hem Overall

FashionNet[27] .0878 .0954 .0854 .0818 .0872

DFA[28] .0633 .0640 .0714 .0661 .0660

DLAN[46] .0591 .0660 .0699 .0626 .0643

BCRNN[39] .0410 .0660 .0513 .0544 .0484

DAFE [9] .0296 .0362 .0312 .0398 .0342

Ours .0293 .0358 .0310 .0396 .0339

Table 4. Quantitative results for clothes landmark detection on

the DeepFashion [27] dataset, evaluated by normalized error (NE).

The best scores are marked in bold.

Plagiarized Fashion dataset.

From the above comparison results, we can find that two

essential designs of our approach: landmark guided region-

al attention and region manipulation are vital for plagiarized

clothes retrieval. Moreover, the model ensemble is also ben-

eficial.

5.3. Landmark Estimation

Experimental Setup. The landmark estimation experi-

ments are conducted on both DeepFashion [27] and Deep-

Fashion2 [14] datasets. DeepFashion is the most widely

used fashion landmark dataset with 123,016 clothes im-

ages. Followed by previous work [39], we use the standard

dataset split and the evaluation is performed on 40,000 im-

ages. DeepFashion2 is the most challenging fashion land-

mark dataset at present, which has a different number of

landmarks for each type of clothes. It contains 491,895

clothes images, and the experiment is evaluated on 33,669

images. According to the previous methods[39, 14], the re-

sults on DeepFashion dataset are evaluated by normalized

error (NE). The results of DeepFashion2 dataset are evalu-

ated by Average Precision (AP).

Evaluation Results. Our approach obtains an average

result of 0.0339 on DeepFashion dataset, as shown in Ta-

ble 4, which is much better than previous methods like D-

LAN [46] (0.0643), DFA [28] (0.0660), Fashion-Net [27]

(0.0872), BCRNN [39] (0.0484) and the recent method with

dual attention [9] (0.0342).

The results of DeepFashion2 dataset is shown in Table 5.

Note that we conduct the experiment on both visible and oc-

cluded landmarks. Since the DeepFashion2 dataset is a new

dataset with none comparison method, we compare our ap-

proach with the released networks of Simple-Baseline [41]

and CPN [10] (two of the best methods for human landmark

estimation). Our approach obtains an overall AP of 0.633,

which greatly higher than the Simple-Baseline [41] (0.591),

CPN [10] (0.579) and the Match-RCNN [14] (0.563).

In general, our approach obtains SOTA results in the

landmark estimation task on two fashion datasets. It indi-

cates that the design of the landmark branch is effective.
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Method Scale Occlusion Zoom-in Viewpoint Overall

small moderate large slight medium heavy no medium large no wear frontal side

Match-RCNN[14] 0.497 0.607 0.555 0.643 0.530 0.248 0.616 0.489 0.319 0.510 0.596 0.456 0.563

CPN∗[10] 0.512 0.619 0.560 0.663 0.542 0.261 0.625 0.501 0.330 0.523 0.621 0.468 0.579

Simple-Baseline∗[41] 0.523 0.632 0.574 0.671 0.562 0.277 0.638 0.512 0.349 0.543 0.632 0.485 0.591

Ours 0.581 0.682 0.633 0.713 0.606 0.332 0.691 0.567 0.408 0.592 0.679 0.533 0.633

Table 5. Landmark estimation results on different subsets of DeepFashion2 [14], evaluated by Average Precision (AP). The best perfor-

mance are marked in bold. * represents the results we achieved by the released network [10, 41].

5.4. Traditional Retrieval

Experimental Setup. The main goal of our work is to

retrieve plagiarized clothes. On the other hand, we would

like to demonstrate that the landmark guided regional at-

tention can also enhance the performance of traditional re-

trieval task. Thus, we evaluate our approach with the same

ResNet [19] backbone of previous methods on Deepfashion

[27] and DeepFashion2 [14] datasets.

According to the previous methods [33, 14], Top-K re-

call on (a) DeepFashion [27] and Top-K accuracies on (b)

DeepFashion2 [14] datasets are plotted in Figure 6. Deep-

Fashion provides 52,712 clothes images for the retrieval

within shops, while DeepFashion2 provides a Customer-to-

Shops application scenario with 491,895 images. We con-

duct the evaluation on 26,830 and 33,669 images, respec-

tively.

Evaluation Results. On the DeepFashion dataset, our

approach achieves 0.889 recall rate at top-1, which is obvi-

ously better than the previous retrieval methods like DARN

[21] (0.381), WTBI (0.347) [8], FashionNet [27] (0.533),

and the various form of FashionNet. When retrieving the

top-50 results, the recall rate of our approach has reached

0.991. Shin et al. [33] proposed a semi-supervised feature-

level manipulation for fashion image retrieval. It achieves

the same top-50 performance (0.991) compared to us, but

its top-1 performance (0.887) is lower than ours.

Figure 6 (b) shows the retrieval results on DeepFash-

ion2. Our approach obtains a top-10 result of 0.745, which

is much higher than the result of PCB method [37] (0.703),

achieving based on the released model. Compared to the

best performance by Match-RCNN [14] (0.573), our per-

formance obtains a huge improvement of 18 percent. The

geometric distribution of the landmarks allows the model to

know the structure of the clothes in any case, which is espe-

cially important for partial occluded or deformed clothes.

By coincidence, these samples are often encountered in

Customer-to-Shops scenario. Match R-CNN [14] method

also trains the landmark branch and the retrieval branch

simultaneously, but it only accumulates the loss functions

without introducing any attention.

As can be seen from the result, introducing landmark

guided regional attention during the similarity learning is

very effective. In conclusion, our method has achieved

Figure 6. The results of the traditional clothes retrieval experiment.

Top-K recall on (a) DeepFashion [27] and Top-K accuracies on (b)

DeepFashion2 [14] datasets are plotted.

state-of-the-art effects on both In-Shops and Customer-to-

Shops search, which verifies the retrieval ability of our

approach on different application backgrounds and image

quality.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce a novel problem of plagia-

rized clothes retrieval for original design protection and pro-

vide a novel network named PS-Net with a dedicated Pla-

giarized Fashion dataset, which fills the gap in the field of

fashion retrieval. We propose an attentive network based on

regional representation and let the geometric information of

landmarks guide the similarity learning, which outperform-

s the other SOTA counterparts. We design a region ma-

nipulation mechanism to solve the problem of plagiarized

clothes retrieval. We learn the region weights for differen-

t categories of clothes on the proposed dataset, in order to

manipulate the region weights automatically during similar-

ity learning. By doing so, a plagiarized clothes image with

a modified region can also be recalled, which has signifi-

cant improvement compared to other methods. In general,

our work can effectively alleviate the problem of plagiarized

clothes retrieval and has great potential for original design

protection.
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